Miss Adam’s Waltz. (p)G1808.04

Rosin the Bow. (p)G1808.05

The Brighton Puzzle. (p)G1808.06
The Duchess of Brunswick’s Waltz. (p)G1808.14

Flights of Fancy. (p)G1808.15

Grimaldi’s Whim. (p)G1808.16

Music Maid. (p)G1808.17
Gas Lights. (p)G1808.22  
The Cambrian Lyrist,aka. (p)G1808.22

Lord Cathcart’s Reel. (p)G1808.23  
Lady Montgomery’s Reel. (p)G1808.23

by Colonel Hugh Montgomery (1749–1819)aka Earl of Eglinton

Surrender of Copenhagen. (p)G1808.01